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From before the time of Christ, there have been rumors of a secret society called The Illuminati...a

vicious tribe of Druids with mystical, supernatural powers. Many saw them as demons or gods.

Those who opposed them simply disappeared...or met an even worse fate.Unknown to all but the

very few, this group slowly infiltrated world organizations and financial institutions with a singular

goal--to control the world's economic system.Now fast-forward to the year 2020. The Illuminati has

succeeded in placing one of their people in the office of the presidency of the United States. With

the worldwide launch of a financial system known as Data-Net, they suddenly have the power to

single out groups of people and control their money, fuel, and food supply. How do you escape an

unknown enemy operating at the highest levels who can track your every move? And how do you

defeat a society that practices ancient rituals and appears to have power beyond the grave?The

Illuminatiis a futuristic thriller tied to ancient mysticism that will appeal to fans of The DaVinci Code

and the Left Behind series. It will also leave readers wondering where fact ends and fiction begins.
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I picked up the paperback because I thought it was going to be about the Illuminati. Instead, I got a

rollicking, if contrived, story of the Anti-Christ heading a select group of worldwide movers and

shakers in order to bring about the last times.The characters are so two-dimensional that they

actually disappear when you turn the page (may not apply to e-book readers). The dialogue is so

stilted, the circus offered it a job. Most amusingly, the technical sections covering computer

programming read as if the author found a few basic coding terms in a leaflet and randomly

sprinkled them on the page like so many grains of salt.Which is exactly how any reader should take

this book.Nevertheless, I gave it four stars because of the pure entertainment factor.

I read this book when it first came out. I found it to be a very interesting read; power, intrigue, and

conflict between good and evil.And I recently ordered it in digital form and reread it.It had its finger

on what was going on then; and it is still just as insightful for today. Larry Burkett always said he

wasn't a prophet; but he was a man who saw how the world was and who knew what God's Word

says and that has been combined into a very exciting book.

Very well written and kept my husband's interest all the way through. Only wrong thing I could see

was that I gave him the second book, "The Thor Conspiracy", first. He said that to get the full effect

of the two books, you need to read the "Illuminati" first. Great work from Larry Burkett.

Not sure exactly what I did expect but this was definitely not what I hoped for. This book is a

'possible future' type book with the kinds of experiences I would expect. It is well enough written but

I guess the subject matter and the way it is handled threw me off. I read for pleasure/excitement and

have not found this to be a pleasant subject though it does have it's fair share of trouble. I haven't

finished it yet so I can tell you if it all comes out alright in the end. I expect not but ...

Fiction but on point, very well written and well explained

Though I have to agree with others that there wasn't too much history on the Illuminati mentioned in

the book, there was a good and necessary chunk mentioned. I also found it to be very interesting a

read and the way it was laid out did have the 'perfect mix of fiction and reality' contained within it. I'm



not quite sure where the bias against all liberals calling them monsters and evil people was(as a few

others mentioned), if it was there I didn't see it. I saw a bias against the evil society running

everything and even some of the 'liberals' that supported the society switched their view when

things started getting too crazy, so I fail to see that bias. I liked the book all-in-all.

Light entertainment. The historical sequence for the illuminati was rather questionable, but those

who will believe any conspiracy theory without doing the research will like it. Those who think that

monied families controll all the wars should read about the Rothchilds' failed attempt to stop Hitler.

Certainly there have been and still are conspiracies, but Christian novelists should be the first to

recognize that human beings always fail to controll everything.

As one would expect from a Larry Burkett novel, a great read. Holds the readers interest from start

to finish. My wife downloaded this book on her Kindle and recommended it to me...glad she did. If

Larry Burkett and authors like him can write great books without cursing and swearing, and without

the need to take the Lord name in vein, then why can't other writers take note. Perhaps it would

increase sales. I and my wife disregard any book, no matter how good the story, if the author cannot

express himself without the use of foul language!
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